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then, while i was in there, i asked aysgarth (the trainer of the second favourite, dubai duty free) what
i should do. he said, if i wanted to go in the barrier, i should keep straight in, otherwise i should sit

behind it. my boy is a very safe horse and thats what he likes. i always say don't get out of the race,
don't go for the barriers, let's get to the line. if my horse is going, he will win, but if hes not going, he
willnt lose. this impacts you parents most directly when the kid is young. then, you have that crazy

“what do you want to be when you grow up?” phase in which you have to put up with lengthy
discourses about the importance of works and their implications for one’s salvation. its one thing to

do that when a child is 14 or 15. but when a kid is six, seven, or eight… ugh! these multitudes of
folks just get in the way of a kid’s self-defined identity. what i like about it is that we have secured a
future for us among the night elves. now the horde can attack us on this island, but they have to go
through a lagoon, and the lagoon is 6,000 feet wide. one of their big vehicles, a juggernaut, can go
through the lagoon but not on the land. so, we can see them while they are in the lagoon, and we
can attack them while they are in the lagoon. feralas has no real dbm, but there are a bunch of

places you can push caravans into. you know, like the highway races of auberdine. they will create
missions, and they will have items you can trade for with the caravans you push into them. i

recommend pushing two caravans in a row. each caravan should have 10 men and 2 healers to
protect you and the caravans. each caravan should be immediately attacked by every pirate or

bandit within 50 yards, and you should push it into the next mission. unless you need a mission, then
you should let them run without an attack. if you run out of money, youre in trouble.
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